MARXIST LENINIST PARTY OF INDIA (RED FLAG)
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Cochin, 15th September 2020

Fight the Fascist Dragnet of False Cases
Fight Policies that doom economy and the nation
As nation reels under covid 19 pandemic that becomes exponential day by day and economic
depression aggravated by union government's anti-people pro imperialist economic policies that has
eaten up jobs of millions and has triggered starvation deaths, Modi raj led by fascist RSS has begun to
spread a dragnet of false cases to silence the opposition specifically, the left political forces; so that,
the emerging fight from the working class and the peasantry could be cut off from the political
leadership.
The malicious design to suggestively implicate comrade Sitaram Yechury, the general secretary of
Communist Party of India (Marxist), along with a number of intellectuals, opposition leaders and
activists, in the Delhi Riot case is concrete example of this nefarious design of Modi government. This
is purported to silence the Left Critique inclusive of Left proposal of alternative regarding the
negative economic and political moves of Modi raj as the union government tries to utilise the
pandemic situation for complete sell out of national assets including Railways, Coal, Steel and
Defense Industries and to whip up communal frenzy to divide the people. The CAA-NRC-NPR was a
wicked dart thrown to create division among people. Maligning the struggle against CAA-NRC-NPR is
part of this.
With all these, Modi-Amit Sha company is moving everything to the end game as per RSS agenda for
which they go subservient to all imperialist diktats. This has to be resisted, stalled and overcome.
So, we call upon the Left, Democratic, Secular and patriotic forces to fight the Fascist Dragnet of False
Cases and fight the Modi Government's Policies that doom economy and the nation.
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